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Whether you are a roofing professional or home owner and looking for a flat rubber roofing material
that is both sustainable and a long-lasting roofing cover, then the number one choice single-ply
membrane with a half-century track record for performance and durability is Classicbond, the
original EPDM manufactured by Carlisle Syntec who have manufactured and sold more than ten
billion square feet of rubber membrane, no other manufacturer has a comparable track record.

Flexible Roofing Products (part of Flexible Lining Products) are proud to be stockists and suppliers
of this premium quality EPDM rubber roofing material and associated Classicbond rubber roofing
accessories. There is a number of different flat roofing membranes available in the marketplace and
deciding which type for your particular roof is extremely important as each material has its own
merits / properties suitable for specific roofing membrane applications.

Roofing membranes carry both a manufactures warranty against any latent defects or a guarantee
offered by the installer or roofing company â€“ these vary on time period of warranty cover versus type
of roofing application. Roofing materials options include single ply rubber EPDM, PVC and TPO
roofing membranes.

Classicbond single ply rubber roofing EPDM (ethylene propylene diene monomer) is an extremely
tough and hardwearing 1.14mm roofing membrane stocked and sold by Flexible Roofing Products.
Classicbond single ply EPDM rubber flat roofing cover is not only affordable but it does not require
specialist tools for its installation. Classicbond EPDM 1.14mm rubber roofing is typically guaranteed
for forty years for residential rubber roofing of for commercial business premises. Classicbond
EPDM rubber roofing membrane is produced in seamless single ply sections ensuring reliability and
water resistance. Classicbond EPDM sold by Flexible Roofing Products will not deteriorate over the
years giving complete confidence that your flat roof will remain protected for decades by
Classicbond EPDM single ply roofing rubber.

Traditionally, the main places leaks develop on flat roofs are around the seams and joints,
particularly when there has been standing water â€“ usually any seams or joints tend to be the most
vulnerable points with traditional type materials. This is not a problem when using Classicbond
EPDM single ply flat roofing rubber membranes. Classicbond EPDM rubber cover material is flexible
enough to fit round all roofing contours and any seams and edges will be impenetrable by water
using Classicbond accessories supplied by Flexible Roofing Products. Classicbond EPDM roofing
rubbers are incredibly strong and tough that you can even walk on it without any chance of damage.

Unlike the usual traditional roofing systems, Classicbond EPDM rubber roofing membranes for flat
roofing applications are installed without any heat or flames, making it quick, easy and safe.
Classicbond EPDM rubber roofing is totally flexible EPDM rubber membrane and will easily mould
around all the contours of the flat roof. Correctly installed, rain will merely bounce off the flat roofing
rubber membrane leaving the building completely dry internally. Classicbond single ply EPDM
rubber roofing sold by Flexible Roofing Products through our website or call 01594 829297.
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Flexible Lining - About Author:
a Classicbond EPDM rubber roofing can be purchased directly from Flexible Roofing Products on
our website a www.flexiblelining.co.uk or call us on 01594 829297
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